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1. Introduction
A tiling of the piane with polygonal tiles is said to be strkf if any point common
to two tiles is either a vertex of both or of neither. A triangle is said to be vational if
its sides have rational length. In 122, Eggleton asked if it is possible to strictly tile the
plane with rational triangles using precisely one triangle from each congruence
class. In this paper we constructively
prove the existence of such a tiling.
Eggieton [Z] suggested 3 rnethod of proof that reduces the geometric problem to
proving that if cx,b;r,c are rationais with 0 < (1 s b and 0 =Zc, then there are inftniteiy
many rationai soiul ions to
x -

However

a/x = y -

b/y + c.

(11

there are choices of Eli,b, c for which (I) does not have infinitely many
rational
solutions. Hufl [3] proved that the only rational t for which (t.0) is
rati~onally distant from both (&I) and (8,2) is t = 0. This implies (compare with the
proof of Theorem 2.1 in Section 2) the only rational solutions of (1) for tt = i/4.
6 =: 1. c = 0 are the four solutions given by x = zz l/2, y = + I + It can also be shown
that (1) has no rational solutions for ti =Tb = c = 1 and for a = 1. b = 2, 1: = 0.
Our main idea is to use the theory of rational points on elliptic curdes, in
particular the Nag&-Lutz
theorem, to show that with an extra condition \D,nthe
parameters a, III*E, equation (1$~ili have infinitely many rational solutions. Tken we
shall show that this extra condition is; weak enough to solve Eggleton’s tiling
pr&lem afirmative~y by a suitabIe modification of the method of proof suggested
by him.’
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The tiling WCobtain is locally finite, in that every compact set intersects at most
finitely many tiles. In the more traditional tiling problems where only finitely many
congruence classes of tiles are used, the Eocaily finite condition is automatically
satisfied. But this 3s not the case in our problem. We remark that it is possible to
obtain a solution to Eggleton’s tiling probEsm without using the Nageli-Lutz
tireorem, but then sacrificing the locally finite property. In a farthcoming joint
paper with Eggleton, we sf: 111use an analogue of this non-foca.Uy 5&e tiling
together with the Nagell-Lutz theorem to obtain a “strict” tiling of three-space
with rathonal-edged tctrahedra using precisely one from each isometry class.
I take pleasure in acknowledging the referee’s many helpful suggestions for
improving the exposition of this paper. In addition, the referee corrected a minor
error in the proof of Theorem 2.2.

2. Preliminaries

Pf A, I?, c’ are non-co&near points on the plane, by ABC we shall mean the
triangle with vertices A, J3, C. By a
we shall mean the line segment with

endpoints A, B. By A?? we shall mean the Eength of ii& By x(,9) we shall mean
the x-coordinate of A.
We record the following two facts noted by Eggleton [I]:
Provrty 1, If d is the length of an altitude of a rational triangle, then d” is
rational. and every positive rational arises as the value of d’ for some rational
triangle.

Property 2.. An altitude of a rational triangle intersects the extended side
perpendicular to it at a point rationaify distant from both endpoints of the side,
The following two theorems will be relevant:
Theorem

2.S4 Let c1 > 0 be rational.

rrationaliy distunt jrom (0, t/;;)

7% set of rutionals
is dense in the real numbers,

t such that (t$)

ia

If d, t are Pation& such that dZ - t’= a, there is a nonzero rational x such
2x anO d - t = a/2 r, so t = x - a/4x. Canversciy (X - a/4x, 0) is
rationally distant from (0, Vi) for every nonzcro rational x. But the set of rationafs
of the form x - a/4x, x rational, is dense in the real numbers.
Proof.

t bat d + t =

Then the set of ratio/ds I such that (t, 0) is rcrtionally distant from both (0, vu) and
is dense in the real numkrs.

(c, V’i)

We postpone

the proof of Theorem

2.2 to Section

4.

3. The tMng
The triangles are arranged mto a number of horizontal strips as in [ 1). Each
triangle has a side on one boundary of its strip, with the opposite vertex on the
opposite boundary. The side of the triangle lying on the strip boundary is a maximal
side of the triangle, so the width of the strip is a minimal altitude for each triangle in
the strip. Two abutting triangles in a strip form a trapezoid.
The K-coordinate of
each vertex of every triangle is ‘rational (compare with Property 2).
We denote the horizontal lines which form the edges of the strips, in order of
increasing height, by . . ., L2, I-,, Zo, It, It, . . . where It, is the x-axis. Let dz” be the
distance between I,, and f, -, (compare with Property 1). The numbers a, are
positive rrttionak and u, # u, - (. Written in reduced form, we have a, = ar,,/P,,
where u,,, & are relatively prime positive integers.
‘Two points P, 0, one on In- I and the other on l,,+D,will be called well-pfuced iS
x(P)+ x(Q) are rational and y, the numerator of x(P) - x(Q) in reduced form. is
such that

For each 19 there are only finitely many divisors of a,,/&, I - a, +,&, so we have the
following useful result.
Lemnnol 3.1. Let i, 1’ denate I,,- lr lm+I in some rider. Fixing P on 1 with x(P) mtronal,
the set of pointsQ an 1’ with x (Q) raticmatl, x (Q) # x (P)$ such that P, Q are not
well-placed is u bounded discrete subset of 1’.
In what foliows we have implicitly in mind a one-to-one correspondence
between
of congruence classes of rational triangles and the natural numbers, so
phrase!+ such as ‘*a triangle in the first congruence class not already considered”
have meaning.
WC begin our tiling by placing a triangle in the first congruence class in the strip
bounded by il;land I,, with a maximal side on I, and opposite vertex at the origin 0.
Denote this triangle by ABC? (see Fig. 1). IWe that Property 2 implies x(A) and
x(B) we r&xAL By “tb triangk directly above ABO” we mean that triangle, yet
ta be chosen, in the strip bounded by t, and Ir which shares the side a.
Ry “the
triangk directly below AMY we mean that triangle, yet to be chosen, in the strip
bQun&d by Ll and IOwhich has a side on I. 1 and a vertex at 0 fin our tiling there
will be just one such triangle). Continuing in this fashion we can describe a doubly
the set

Fig. 1.

infinite sequence of triangles, yet to be chosen, arranged in a “column” above and
below Al30. We call this the crilical column.
On each line In the critical column will have two vertices if n is odd, one vertex if
n is even. ‘We shall construct the critical column so that for each k the rightmost
vertices on L -) and IZk+,are well-placed, as are the leftmost vertices on these same
lines.

b&l the critical column we partially fill in the strips to either side with
triangles, crezting a “diamond” of triangles. 4s construction of the critical column
continues., this *‘diamond” expands, filling the plane.
We can now describe how the tiling continues after the placement of ABO. First
we construct the triangle directly above ABO as follows (see Figure 1). Consider
the perpendicular bisector of z, extended above I,. As a point P on this bisector
descends, approaching II, the common lengths AP and BP pass through a
continuum of values. Hence every rational in this continuum is attained. Thus we
may choose P so that ABP is rational, AP = BP c AB, ABP is incongruent to
ABO, and a, # aL1.The two triangles in Fig. 1 constitute our first “diamond”.
Next we wish to find a place for a triangle in the first congruence class not already
represented by a tile. In Fig. 2 this triasgle is denoted CDE. where Eis a maximal
side. snd x(E) > x(D). We reserve the freedom of sliding CDE to the left or right
in its Strip.
We begin by ictting Q,,,a-l be arbitrary positive rationals subject to the restraints
at # a;, Z a+ ,d a - 2 and vz + dz
2 1. (Bore that k%x is the length of a minima1
As we
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altitude of CDE. By Lemma 3.1. we can choose C on I 2 so that cq and 0 are
well-placed and x(C) is rational. This fixes D and E on I .3since the t risngle CDE
was already chosen. By Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 we can choose E, G on I , SO
that x(F), x‘(G), CF, CG, RI, GO z,re all rational; A, F and D, F are well-placed
as are
B, G and E, G; X(G) - x(F) 2 CF, CG, FO, GO; and CFG, FGO are
incongruent to all previously chosen triangles.
We next choose W (Fig. 3) so that DEW is an appropriate isosceles triangle (as
we chose P).
Since I?, G are well-placed, by Theorem 2.2 we can choose a point I on I,, so that
x(l), BZ, GI are rational; x(Z) - x(0) 3 BO, BI. GO, Gl; and BIO, GIO are incongruent to all previously chosen triangles.
Next by Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 we can choose J on I., so that x(J), GJ, EJ
are rational; I, J are well-placed; x(J) - x(C) 2 CG, CE, GJ, E.J; and CGJ. CEJ
are incongruent
to all previously chosen triangles.
Since l,J are well-placed, by Theorem 2.2 we can choose K an I., so that
x(IQ IK, JK are rational; .r(K)-x(G)~GI,GJ,IK,JK;
and GfK,GGJK are
incongruent to all previously chosen triangles.
Jn a similar fashion we sequentially choose L, M, N tlo fill in the corresponding
“half-diamond”
on the left side of Fig. 3. We have ensured that our second
“diamond” has height greater than 1.
It should now be clear how we proceed. We next consider a triangle in the first
congruence class not already represented
by a tile and find a place for it in the
critical column in the third strip above ASP, proceeding as with the placement of
CDE. After putting an isosceles triangle above this triangle we fill out an enlarged
“diamond”. We can ensure that this third “diamond” will have height greater than
2. Continuing in this fashion, extending the critical column by a height greater than
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1 alternately above and below the previous “diamond” and filling in to create a new
“di;amond”, we obtain our tiling. Indeed, as our diamond expands, the number of
triangles in a strip incrleas’eswithout bound, and each triangle has an edge of its strip
boundary that is longer than the strip width. Hence each strip is completely tiled.
Moreover since we ensure the critical column continues to grow in height by an
amount greater than 1 in both directions after every two *‘diamonds” are completed
(after the first), our horizontal strips fill the plane. Infinitely often vfe repeat the step
of placing in the critical column a triangle in the first congruence class not already
represented by a tile, so we are assured of using at least one triangle from every
congruence clasx At each step no triangle is used as a tile if it is congruent t.3 a
triangle already used, so we are assured of using at most one triangle from each
congruence class. This proves:
There is a locally finite strict tiling of the plane using precisely one

Theorem 3.2.

triangle from each congzrence class of rational triangles..
4. The prod d Theorem 2.2

Recall that a, b, c are positive rationals, with reduced form a = ruJ&, b = aa&
c= yl/yz, such that

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 , t is rational and (t,O) is rationally distant from both
(0, I&) and (c, k’b) if and only if there are rationals x, y with t being the common
value of
x

-

/4x

a

= y --

b/4y +

C.

(3)

aUultiply (3) by xy(x - y), gather the third and fourth order terms, and complete
the scluare inr their factor complementary to xy. Multiply by 4ar#@~~y/x”
and
make the following change of variables:
M =

-

w = p&w(2y

aylx,

-2x + c),

(4)

where Q!= +j?&y$. Let p = a2P&yi and y = @,&rl. Note that if Ix, y) is a real
solution of (3), then (u, w ) is a real solution of
W’==UT+ (y’!+

p)ti’+

a f

a&

Conversely, if (u, w) is a real solution of (5) with L(# 0, - a, - #3,then (x, y), given
by the inverw of (4), is a real solution of (3). The inverse of (4) 2~
cau x

=-

2c,*+Eu;

al

2

24x

2w
9

y==lw’

To prove Theorem 2.2, it witf be sufiicient to prove tthat the rational salutions
(5) ttx dense in the real solutions. For then it will follow that the ratio

of

of (3) are dense in the real solutions, since the change of variables rela:kg (3) aqd
(5) is hirational and bicontinuous.
But (3) has a real solution (x, y ) for every x # ~1.
so the set of t = x -- a/4x for which (x, y) is a rational solution crf (3) will txr dense in
the set (X - s/4x i xf @, which is all the real numbers.
Let P be the integer point ( - LY,a?). We easily verify that P is a solution of (5). it
: corresponds
to the solution x = y = (6 - a)/4c of (3) given in [Z]. We compute 2P
on (5); that is, the reflection in the u-axis of the second intersection point of the
tangeni to (5) at P with (S) (see Mordell [S] or Tate 161). We get

We note that the coordinates of 2P are not integers, since y ,/’ (p -- a). Indeed this
follows from (2) and the fact that (7,. y-) = 1.
We now use the NagelI-Lutz theorem (again see [5] or [6]), which shows how to
determine
all rational points of finite order on a non-singular
elliptic curve in
normal form. Such points must have integer coordinates, and the second coordinate
must be zero or a diviso’r of the discriminant. Hence it follows that 2P is not of finite
order, so (5) has infinitely many rational solutions.
Note now that the graph of the real points of (5) has two branches: a bounded
branch and an unbounded
branch. The bounded branch is “even” in that a
non-tangent
intersecting line meets the branch twice; the unbounded
branch is
“odd” in that a non-tangent intersecting line meets the branch once or three times.
By a theorem of Hurwitz (Theorem 13 of [J]). if an elliptic curve whose real points
have an “even” branch and an “odd” branch has infinitely many rational points,
then the rational points are dense on the “odd” branch, and on the *‘even” branch
they are either dense or entirely absent. The rational point P lies on the “even”
branch of (5). Hence the rational solutions of (5) are dense in the reall solutions of
(5). (Note that *the group of real points of (5) is topologicaify isomorphic to the
compact abelian group S’ x ZZ where S’ is the circle group. Under t&r; isomorphism the rational points of (5) get sent to an infinite subgroup of S’ X Zz which is
not contained in S’, Hence the rational points are dense.) This completes our proof
of Theorem 2.2.

5. Commr‘ets
With slight modifications

Theorem SJ.

in the proof of Theorem

3.2, we can prcnve:

Let T be any set of positioe ~44 numbers whose squares are rational.

If 7’ has more thm one efernent. then the plane can be strictly tiled livith precisely one
trim& fromeachamgruenes
ct’assaf ratbmaf m’nngles with minimal altirudle kngrtl
ira ‘2”.

Corollary 5.2. The plane can be strictly tiled with precisely one triangle from each
cottgruence ciusz of rational triarzgies with rational ar#ea.

We do not know if Theorem 5.1 remains true if: T has lust one element.
Let 6, be a cardinal number with 1 5 6, 5 No. Having in mind a specific
one- to-oile correspondence between the congmence classes of rat ion al triangles
and tk natural numbers, we can prove:
Thmrem 5.3. The plane can be strictlytiled using precisely S,, triangles from the nth
congruence class of ratio& triangles, n = 1,2,3, . . . .

Theorem 5.3 can ibe generalized along: the line of Theorem 5.1.
We c8n also prove:
Theorem 5.4. The plane can be strictly tiled with precisely one triangle from each
congruence class of algebraic triangles (triangles with sides whose lengths ate
algebraic numbers ).

Theorem 5.4 can be generalized along the lines of Theorem 5.1 and 5.3. The
corresponding assertions with the field of real algebraic numbers replaced by any
subfield are also true.
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